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Abstract
Background/Objective
To report our early experience with a novel Hypo-fractionated Stereotactic Radiotherapy (HF-SRT) regimen in the
treatment of pituitary adenomas located in close proximity to the optic apparatus.
Methods
Twelve patients were treated using HF-SRT— total doses of 35-40 Gy in 7-10 fractions (4-5 Gy/fx). Sixty seven percent
received 40 Gy in 10 fractions. Doses were prescribed to the 80-95% isodose line when the technique was cone-based,
and to 85-95% of the Planning Target Volume (PTV) when IMRT-based. The end-points were visual function
preservation, and local control as defined by follow-up MRI and/or biochemical control.
Results
Median age was 44.5 years. Sixty seven percent (8/12) had secretory adenomas. Median tumor volume as 5.8 cc.
Median follow-up was 18.5 months. Mean marginal tumor dose was 42.7 Gy. Mean minimum distance from the optic
chiasm was 2.3 mm. Mean maximum dose to the optic apparatus was 36 Gy. Visual improvement/stabilization rate was
87.5% (7/8). Radiological local control rate was 92% (11/12), CR in 25% (3/12), PR in 33% (4/12), SD in 33% (4/12),
and PD in 8% (1/12). Endocrinological response was seen in all patients with abnormal hormone levels prior to therapy
(8/8). Acute toxicity included headaches (42%) and nausea (8%). One patient with a previous history of pituitary
hemorrhage suffered an episode of pituitary apoplexy 2 months after HF-SRT. Another patient with history of prior full
dose conventional radiotherapy 2.5 years prior to HF-SRT, developed dissection and thrombosis of the right internal
carotid artery.
Conclusions
Early results of HF-SRT (4-5 Gy/fx) in 7-10 fractions show comparable radiological and endocrinological tumor control
to conventionally fractionated radiotherapy or single fraction SRS, with excellent visual preservation. Longer follow-up
is needed to ascertain efficacy and long term toxicity of this technique.
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INTRODUCTION
Pituitary adenomas are the most common cause of sellar masses from the third decade on, accounting for up to 10% of
all intracranial neoplasms. 1 They can arise from any type of cell in the anterior pituitary and may result in increased
secretion of the hormone(s) produced by that cell and/or decreased secretion of other hormones due to compression of
adjacent cell types. Sellar masses can present with neurologic or visual symptoms, abnormalities related to under or over
secretion of pituitary hormones, or as an incidental finding on radiologic examination. Thirty percent of all pituitary
adenomas are nonfunctional. In operable patients, initial treatment for both functional and nonfunctional pituitary
adenomas, with the exception of prolactinomas, is usually surgery. 2, 3 The degree of resection is often limited by
proximity to critical structures. Alternatively, radiotherapy is an established option in the treatment of pituitary
adenomas, 4, 5 especially when tumor size or patient morbidity prohibits surgery. For large tumors and after incomplete
resection, postoperative irradiation is generally recommended for functional and nonfunctional pituitary adenomas. In
such cases local tumor control rates of approximately 90% after 10 years are achieved with the combination of surgery
and postoperative radiotherapy. 3, 6, 7
Stereotactic therapy defines the ability to localize objects in a three dimensional space, to enable sub-millimeter
precision for treatment delivery. This strategy is of particular use in benign, slow growing neoplasms, like pituitary
adenomas and meningiomas, which are considered to be relatively radio resistant. 8 Stereotactic Radiosurgery (SRS)
generally implies a single high-dose treatment, while stereotactic radiotherapy (SRT) refers to the use of stereotactic
localization for delivery of multiple smaller fractionated doses. Although less-convenient for patients who require
multiple rather than single treatments, SRT possibly allows sensitive normal structures to repair and regenerate
throughout the course of therapy. This is especially crucial for normal tissues such as the optic apparatus (optic chiasm
and the optic nerves), where the potential for permanent injury depends mainly on dose per fraction. As a result, SRT is
usually favored over SRS when these critical structures lie in close proximity (<5 mm) to the radiotherapy target.
Theoretically, there is no size or distance (from critical structures) limitation for SRT, but treatment schedules may vary
widely from the “conventional fractionation” of 1.8-2.0 Gy (delivered over 5-6 weeks) to “hypo-fractionation” of daily
doses >2.0 Gy (delivered over 2-3 weeks). The purpose of this study is to report on disease control endpoints and
toxicity of a cohort of patients treated with a novel regimen of HF-SRT (4-5 Gy/fx). Our goal is to add to existing
radiosurgical literature, a unique and safe regimen for stereotactic radiotherapy in the management of these critically
located tumors.

RADIOBIOLOGIC RATIONALE
SRS has been shown (in theory and practice) to have numerous advantages over conventional fractionation.
Radiobiological effect of dose and fractionation on tissue can be estimated using the linear quadratic cell survival curve
model. In this model, the α/β ratio reflects cell response to changes in radiotherapy fraction size and a lower α/β ratio
implies sensitivity to larger dose-per-fraction. Malignant tumors and other rapidly proliferating tissues (e.g., skin,
mucosa, bone marrow) demonstrate high α/β ratio (8–12) and exhibit modest sparing through dose fractionation. Many
normal tissues, including those of the CNS, have lower α/β ratio (2–4) and demonstrate marked sparing with dose
fractionation. 9, 10 The exact α/β ratio for pituitary adenomas is not known. We assume a low α/β ratio of 2 for pituitary
adenomas based on low α/β ratios (~2-3) of other benign CNS tumors like meningiomas and acoustic neuromas. 11 In
general a low α/β ratio suggests a decreased benefit from conventional fractionation and more favored response to
single-dose SRS or HF-SRT.
Using the linear-quadratic (LQ) model, it is possible to estimate the biologically equivalent doses between different
fractionation schemes. The biologically equivalent dose for a pituitary tumor given an EBRT dose of 45 Gy in 25
fractions of 1.8 Gy per fraction is 85.5 Gy when α/β=2. Using this formula, an equivalent SRS dose scheme for a
biologically equivalent dose of 85.5 Gy could consist of 25 Gy delivered in five fractions or 12.3Gy in a single dose. 12
A comparison of BED calculations for 4 different RT fractionation regimens is shown in Table 1. It was found that the
BED of our HF-SRT regimen was a suitable alternative to conventionally fractionated RT or single fraction radiosurgery.
Row #4 shows that our hypo-fractionation regimen might have a marginally superior BED for tumor control (the higher
the better). The last column shows the various local control rates (with the corresponding technique and studies in
parentheses), suggesting that radiotherapy has a very high success rate in treating these tumors.
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Table 1 Comparison of BED values and outcomes for 4 different RT regimens
RT Fx

No. of Fractions

Total Dose

BED α/β = 2

BED α/β = 10

Local Control

Conventional RT [5, 13-16]

25-30

45-55 Gy

85-105

53-65

76-97%

SRS (Gamma Knife ®) [17-21]
SRS (CyberKnife ®) [22, 23]
HF-SRT (Linac-based) *

1
1-5
7-10

12-15 Gy
14-30 Gy
35-40 Gy

84-105
53-120
120-123

26-33
22-45
53-56

92-97%
92%
92%

*Our Series, SRS – Stereotactic Radiosurgery, HF-SRT – Hypo-fractionated Stereotactic Radiotherapy, BED – Biologic Equivalent Dose.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
We performed a retrospective review of a prospectively-maintained database of 12 patients with pituitary adenoma
treated at our institution using HF-SRT. This study was approved by the institutional review board (IRB) of the
University Of Louisville. Of the 12, 42% were male and 58% were female. Therapy was for a primary tumor (1/12),
recurrent tumor status post prior gross total resection (5/12) and residual tumor post-surgical de-bulking or a subtotal
resection (6/12). CT images (1.5 mm slices) were obtained for treatment planning. MRI fusion was performed for all
patients to view the details of the optic nerves and chiasm without difficulty. Therapy was planned using either Varian
(Z Med-Fastplan) or Radionics (X-Knife) systems. Treatments were delivered using 6 MV photons. A total dose of 3540 Gy in 7-10 fractions (4-5 Gy/fx) was given either once (33%) or twice (67%) a week. Two-thirds of the patients (67%)
were treated to 40 Gy in 10 fractions. Patient #12 had received prior conventional radiation therapy to 60 Gy at 2 Gy per
fraction 2.5 years prior. Patient characteristics (Table 2) and treatment plan details (Table 3 & 4) are summarized.
Table 2 Patient Characteristics
Time Since
Patient
Pre-RT Hormone Symptoms at Recurrent Prior
Follow-up
Age/ Sex Adenoma Type
Surgery
No.
Levels
Diagnosis
Tumor
Surgery
(mos)
(mos)
1
39/F Non-secretory
WNL
HA
Yes
GTR
12
6
2
67/F Prolactinoma
↑ PL
VA
Yes
GTR
50
4
3
38/M Non-secretory
WNL
HA, VA
No
STR
1
7
4
60/M Pluri-hormonal
↑ACTH
VA
No
STR
3
12
5
36/F GH secreting
↑ GH
HA, VA
Yes
GTR
24
6
6
33/F Prolactinoma
↑ PL
Incidental
Yes
GTR
22
25
7
35/F ACTH secreting
↑ Cortisol
HP
No
STR
2
34
8

51/F

Prolactinoma

9
10
11
12

66/M
63/M
61/M
53/F

Prolactinoma
Non-secretory
Non-secretory
Pluri-hormonal

↑ PL

Incidental

No

No

NA

39

↑ PL
WNL
LOW
↑ PL & Cortisol

VA, HP
VA
VA
VA, HP

Yes
No
No
Yes

GTR
STR
STR
STRx2

132
3
4
5

71
80
52
10

WNL – Within Normal Limits, ACTH – Adrenocorticotrophic Hormone, GH – Growth Hormone, PL – Prolactin, HA- Headaches, VA- Visual
Abnormality, HP – Hypopituitarism, GTR – Gross Total Resection, STR – Sub-total Resection.
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Table 3 Summary of Treatment Plans-1
Pre-RT
Patient
Extra Sellar
Tumor
No.
Extension
Volume (cc)
1
3.78
Yes
2
9.28
Yes
3
4.95
Yes
4
7.87
Yes
5
1.42
Yes
6
5.2
Yes
7
6
Yes
8
0.74
Yes
9
27
Yes
10
5.6
No
11
6.4
Yes
12
9.7
Yes

Distance from
Chiasm (mm)

Collimator
Size (mm)

2
<1
<1
3
3
4
<1
2
<1
7
1.5
<1

No of
Arcs

22
30
30
A
22
24
35
22.5
40
27.5
32.5
C

6
5
8
B
6
5
7
3
7
7
6
D

No
of
Isocenters
1
1
1
NA
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
NA

PlanningSystem/
Software
Z Med/ Fast Plan
Z Med/ Fast Plan
Z Med/ Fast Plan
Varian Eclipse
Z Med/ Fast Plan
Z Med/ Fast Plan
Radionics/ X-knife
Radionics/ X-knife
Radionics/ X-knife
Radionics/ X-knife
Radionics/ X-knife
Tomotherapy

A - MLC based Step & Shoot IMRT, B - 8 non-coplanar fields used, C - Tomotherapy based IMRT, D - Dynamic MLC’s

Mean number of Cone-based arcs used were 6 (3-8). Treatments were delivered to a single isocenter when cone-based
technique was used (83% cases). Cone sizes used ranged from 22-40 mm. Patients were immobilized using a frameless
(42%) or a non-invasive head frame (42%) linac delivered Cone-based stereotactic technique. One patient was treated
with step and shoot IMRT – multi leaf collimator (MLC) based technique (Varian Eclipse™), and another using
dynamic co-planar IMRT (Tomotherapy®), with the treatments prescribed to 95% and 85% of the PTV respectively.
Dose was prescribed to the 80-100% isodose line covering 100% of the target volume when cone based technique was
used. IMRT (Figure 2) was used due to the irregular shape of the tumor and to better avoid the surrounding optic
apparatus as compared to a cone-based technique (Figure 1).
Table 4 Summary of Treatment Plans-2
Patient
No.

Dose (Gy)

No.
of
Fractions

Prescription
Isodose line

Avg Tumor Marginal Dose
(Gy) / (%)

Fractions
(per week)

Max Dose to Optic
Apparatus (Gy) / (% of
Total dose)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

40
40
40
40
40
40
35
36
40
40
40
40

10
10
10
10
8
8
7
9
10
10
10
10

80%
80%
80%
95% vol *
80%
80%
95%
80%
80%
80%
90%
85% vol *

45(90%)
47.5(95%)
45(90%)
41.6(104%)
47.5(95%)
47.5(95%)
35.3(92%)
37.9(84%)
37.6(75%)
41(82%)
40.1(90%)
46(115%)

2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
2

42.5 (85%)
50 (100%)
37.5 (75%)
40 (100%)
15 (30%)
25 (50%)
25.8 (70%)
32.9 (73%)
44.8 (90%)
40.5 (81%)
36.2 (82%)
41.9 (105%)

* - Percent volume receiving 100% of the dose (IMRT)

The end-points were evaluation of visual function preservation as determined by clinical visual field testing and
subjectively by the patient; and assessment of local control as defined by follow-up MRI and/or endocrinologic tumor
control. Endocrinological tumor control was assessed based on return of elevated hormone levels to normal or near
normal levels. Formal endocrinologic tests like blood glucose challenge or dexamethasone suppression tests were not
performed as part of the follow-up. There is no formal grading to assess imaging response for pituitary tumors. We
graded the MRI response as follows - No residual/complete response (CR), Decrease in size (PR), No change/stable size
(SD), and Increase/progression in size (PD).
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Figure 1 HF-SRT plan with a cone-based technique

Figure 2 HF-SRT plan with Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy (IMRT) based technique, Eight non-coplanar field
Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy plan with Isodose lines used for an irregular target. CT images of an 8 non-coplanar
field Intensity Modulated Radiotherapy (IMRT) plan with Isodose lines used for an irregular target. Pituitary target (red),
Optic Chiasm (dark green), and Yellow (100% isodose line [IDL]).

RESULTS
Mean age was 50, with a median of 44.5 (33-67 years). Median tumor volume was 5.8 cc (0.74-27 cc). The median
follow-up was 18.5 months (4-80 months). Follow-up was greater than 10 months in 67% patients. The adenomas were
secretory in 67%, and non-secretory in 33%. Of the secretory tumors, 63% were Prolactinomas, 25% ACTH secreting
and 12% GH secreting. All patients with prolactinomas had failed prior medical therapy and 3 out of 4 had a failed prior
total resection. All patients completed the planned full course of radiotherapy. Mean marginal tumor dose was 42.7 Gy
(35.3-47.5 Gy). The optic apparatus and/or the cavernous sinus were in close proximity to the tumor margin in all
patients in this series. The mean minimum distance from the optic chiasm was 2.3 mm (< 1-7 mm). Four patients had
tumor within 1 mm or abutting the optic apparatus. Extra-sellar extension was seen in all but one patient. The mean
maximum dose to the optic apparatus was 36 Gy, with a minimum of 30% to a maximum of 100% (15-50 Gy) of
Published by Sciedu Press
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prescription dose. However due to fractionation, the dose to the optic apparatus was kept to less than 5 Gy per fraction in
all patients. Radiotherapy was delivered post-operative in 92% cases (GTR-42%, STR-50%). The median time from
GTR to HF-SRT was 24 mos, and from STR to HF-SRT were 3 mos.
On follow-up MRI, CR was seen in 25%, PR in 33%, SD in 33%, and PD in 8 % cases. The patient with progressive
disease had local control for 58 months prior to progression. Overall radiological local control rate was 92%. Of the 8
patients who initially presented with visual symptoms, 5 had complete clinical resolution and 2 had persistence of
symptoms but no further deterioration. One patient had progressive decline in visual acuity. The visual
improvement/stabilization rate was 87.5%. All 4 patients (33%) who had no visual symptoms prior to therapy continued
to have intact vision on last follow-up. Of the 8 patients who had a secretory tumor with abnormally elevated hormone
levels, post-RT levels obtained prior to last follow-up were noted to be within normal limits in 6 and were noted to be
decreasing in the remaining 2 patients without the need for additional medications. Longer follow-up of at-least a few
years would be needed to ascertain the exact endocrinologic tumor control. The optimal timing to measure post-RT
hormone levels is unknown as there tends to be lag periods of several months to even few years before hormonal levels
normalize. At last follow-up, 11/12 of patients were alive, for an overall survival of 92%. One patient had died
secondary to lung cancer.
Acute toxicity included nausea (8%) and headaches (42%). Steroids were needed in 25% patients while on treatment and
all completed the full planned course of radiation therapy without any interruptions. All patients had complete resolution
of acute symptoms after completing therapy. One patient had an episode of pituitary apoplexy 2 months after completion
of HF-SRT. Another patient developed dissection with thrombosis of the right ICA. Four of the twelve patients had
evidence of hypopituitarism prior to HF-SRT and they continued to be hypo-pituitary on last follow-up. Two new cases
of hypothyroidism were observed post-RT. Two patients had a transient decrease in their testosterone levels which
however returned to normal on longer follow-up. We remain cautious as additional side effects might present with
longer follow-up.

DISCUSSION
Trans-sphenoidal resection is currently the most widely used procedure for pituitary adenomas. The management of
peri-optic tumors poses a major challenge and although microsurgical resection continues to be the initial treatment of
choice, complete tumor resection may pose an unacceptable risk of damage to the visual apparatus. As a result,
microsurgery alone provides long-term tumor control rates of approximately 50 to 80%,24, 25 and adjuvant or salvage
therapy is often required.
The role of radiotherapy in the management of pituitary adenomas is well established. Tumor control has been reported
to be highly dose dependent.4,5 McCollough, et al. 5 showed excellent long-term control rates with total doses > 45 Gy.
Grigsby, et al. 26 demonstrated a decreased failure rate with total doses > 50 Gy after surgery. Zierhut, et al. 14 reported a
tumor control rate of only 50% for a 35-Gy dose. Thus for conventionally fractionated radiotherapy, to obtain an
approximate 90% recurrence-free survival rate, a dose of 45 Gy to 55 Gy is required. 15, 27 These total doses lie well
within accepted TD5/5 for the optic chiasm of 50 Gy. 28
Scientific literature supports the efficacy and safety of single-fraction radiosurgical ablation for the treatment of Pituitary
adenomas.29, 30 Tumor control rates following Gamma Knife SRS is about 92-97%.20, 21 In a series from Stanford
University, 23 Cyberknife SRS was delivered in 2-5 fractions to a cumulative average marginal dose of 20 Gy. They
reported tumor control and visual preservation rates of greater than 90%. Despite these results reported by retrospective
studies, close (i.e., 3 mm or less) proximity of a tumor to the visual apparatus poses a significant risk to performing SRS.
Thus, the major challenge for safely delivering SRS is that single fraction tolerance dose of the chiasm is 8 Gy, while the
therapeutic dose for the adenoma is 15 Gy.29, 31
There are limitations to the linear-quadratic model, which does not integrate many of the biological effects radiation
present in vivo, such as tumor heterogeneity, hypoxia, and micro-vascular response to irradiation. 32 Even so,
histopathological evaluation of pituitary adenoma specimens following either SRS or conventionally fractionated
radiation therapy has shown a more potent radiobiological effect of SRS. In terms of endocrine symptoms, the
improvement rate of endocrinopathies has been reported to be higher after SRS (78-93%)20, 33 than for conventional
radiotherapy (30-70%).14,15 SRS appears to lead to faster normalization of hormone levels than conventionally
fractionated radiotherapy, further supporting the notion of its greater radiobiological potency. 34
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The most frequent complication is hypopituitarism. Several groups have reported a low incidence (0–36%) of pituitary
dysfunction following radiosurgery. This incidence is higher when patients are followed long-term, with the Karolinska
Institute reporting a 72% incidence of hypopituitarism when patients were followed longer than 10 years. 35 One patient
(#2) who initially had presented with pituitary hemorrhage had an episode of pituitary apoplexy 2 months after
completion of HF-SRT. Radiotherapy has been known to cause pituitary apoplexy36-38 and it is possible that HF-SRT
might have aggravated a second episode in this patient. Another (#12), with an extensive tumor encasing the bilateral
internal carotid arteries (ICA), developed dissection with thrombosis of the right ICA. This patient had previously also
received 60 Gy conventional radiotherapy apart from having undergone 2 attempted STR’s, the last being 5 months prior
to the HF-SRT. Endothelial damage post SRT by induction of an inflammatory response with fibroblastic proliferation,
hyalinization and scarring of vessels is known to occur.39,40 The incidence of side effects can tend to be higher in patients
who have had prior surgical resection secondary to vascular and structural changes. Stenosis or occlusion of the ICA has
also been observed after pituitary radiosurgery,30, 41 and was observed in one patient in our series.
A median follow-up of 18.5 months provides some reassurance about the safety regarding this regimen of HF-SRT, as
radiation-induced visual field deficits which tend to occur between 8-18 months after treatment. 31, 42 However, we
remain cautious as longer follow-up may reveal additional toxicity that occurs beyond 2 years. 29
Similarly longer follow-up of at-least several years would be needed to ascertain the exact endocrinologic response rate
to radiotherapy.

CONCLUSIONS
HF-SRT represents a treatment strategy that incorporates the biologic advantages of large fraction size with critical
inter-fraction repair of normal tissue. Our institutional regimen of 7-10 fraction of 4-5 Gy each was designed to treat
adenomas too large or too close to the optic chiasm to safely administer SRS. Early results of HF-SRT (4-5 Gy/Fx) in 710 fractions given once or twice a week are encouraging, with satisfactory tumor control, excellent visual preservation
and a low overall toxicity profile. Our results compare favorably with published series of both SRS and conventional
radiotherapy. This approach appears especially suitable for patients with lesions that are in very close proximity to the
optic chiasm and optic nerves. Additional follow-up time and corroborative studies of the use of HF-SRT schedules at
other institutions will be needed to validate these results.
Presentation: Parts of this work was presented in abstract form at the American Radium Society (92nd Annual Meeting)
held from May 1-5, 2010 at Cancun, Mexico.
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